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Abstract
Context: Changes in the software development paradigm, when operated
by entities with a pivotal role, have the power to affect a number of groups
and entities in their sphere of influence, changing both their working habits
and relations.
Objective: In this paper we present the organizational changes occurred in
a software ecosystem as consequence of a technological change. In particular
we examine the evolution of an MDD solution and the changing roles of the
company promoting it, the public administrations and the sub-contractors.
Method: The paper focuses on a single case study that encompasses the
six years long evolution of a Model-driven development solution, starting
from its conception until is recent open-source release, across five distinct
phases. The history was analyzed jointly by software engineering academics
and industrial managers directly involved in the case study.
Results: A report of the ecosystem evolution from an idiographic perspec-
tive is reported. An analysis of the history allowed an abstraction that led
to the identification of several distinct ecosystem evolution motifs.
Conclusion: The motifs represent a set of key process areas for the evo-
lution of a software ecosystem. They are potentially generalizable to other
similar ecosystems. As such, they can be used by researchers to evaluate
existing in-progress case studies, and by practitioners as a set of guidelines.
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1. Introduction
A software ecosystem can be defined as: “a set of actors functioning as a
unit and interacting with a shared market for software and services together
with the relationships among them” [1]. We believe that the term market
should be taken in its most general sense: the set of relationship existing
between (type of) actors representing any form of exchange. Typically, in
a software ecosystem, actors exchange software artefacts, services, and of
course money. As for a natural ecosystem, also in software ecosystems varia-
tions in the behavior of one actor (species) cause reactions from other actors
and alterations of the overall environment. In such a kind of complex systems
both changes originating from the participants or perturbations coming from
external factors (e.g., the economic conjuncture) trigger chain reactions by
many of the actors which take part in the ecosystem; the result is either the
creation of new relations, modification of the existing ones, or destruction of
some of them. Therefore the shape and behavior of an ecosystem as a whole
is extremely difficult to predict and govern.
1.1. Context
This paper focuses on an ecosystem centered around a large publicly
owned organization, CSI-Piemonte (Consortium for Information Systems),
considering the relations between departments, with ten of sub-contractors
and with the customers (hundreds). CSI-Piemonte (CSI hereinafter) was
founded in 1977 with the aim of promoting the modernization of local admin-
istrations by using IT-based tools to create information services and systems.
It focuses on the development and operation of Information & Communica-
tion Technology projects for the Piedmont’s Public Administrations (PAs),
providing services for citizens and businesses.
CSI is a consortium with over 100 members, most of which are PAs:
the Piedmont Region, several Provinces, and many municipalities. Other
members are universities, hospitals, and local health agencies. Many of the
members of CSI are also among its customers. Services are developed for
many of the PAs of Piedmont which counts over 4.5 millions of inhabitants
distributed across over 1200 municipalities (this high number is due to the
orography of the region).
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The goal of this paper is to document the evolution of the CSI-centered
ecosystem over a span of 5+ years, during the introduction of a new develop-
ment technology: Model-Driven Development (MDD) [2]. The introduction
of MDD started in 2008 and is still in progress. The new technology induced
several changes in the ecosystem, concerning both the role of the actors and
their interactions. In parallel and tightly interlocked with the evolution of
the ecosystem we will follow the evolution of the MDD supporting toolset.
1.2. Motivation
The presence of a central catalyst and a shared technology, bringing spe-
cific benefits to the different participants are fundamental to create a cohesive
ecosystem, motivating everyone to favor the success of the technology and,
as consequence, benefiting the whole ecosystem.
While the entity at the center of the ecosystem – i.e. CSI – was able
to build this cohesive ecosystem and earn the support of the participants,
still, a huge effort had to be spent to steer the ecosystem and operate a
mindset change, winning the inertial resistances. CSI had to initially spend
a huge effort not only developing the tools but also investing in complemen-
tary aspects (IDE integration, documentation, support, lobbying). However
the success in the transition was made sustainable in the long run by the
progressive involvement of other actors that helped in a increasingly more
active way as progressing in the our story.
Creating the fertile pre-conditions and the determination of the steering
organization are however not enough for the survival of the ecosystem. They
are complex systems where entities with possibly conflicting goals and a
number of inter-relations co-exist. In this kind of environment technology
could play the role of the enabler for a mindset change but many other aspects
are crucial and have to be properly considered: among them we wish to
underline necessary competencies, organizational aspects, economic aspects.
In such complex systems, where so different aspects have to be considered,
it is hard to forecast the effects of changes and the long-term results of
actions. This could lead to unanticipated benefits (like the spreading of
MDD competencies in a local area) but to problems as well. We therefore
think that steering actors or simple participants in similar ecosystems could
benefit from a few guidelines, emerging from successful cases of paradigms
transitions operated in software ecosystems.
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1.3. Organization of the paper
The paper is organized as follows: section 2 introduces the method adopted
to conduct the study, section 3 describes the evolution from an historical per-
spective, section 4 analyzes and distills different motifs that characterize the
successful transformation of the ecosystem. Later we discuss the main as-
pects of the transformation of the ecosystem (section 5), then we present the
related works (section 6) and finally we draw our conclusions (section 7).
2. Method
The collection of information was carried on over a period of two years
starting in April 2011. At that time a collaboration between the Software
Engineering group at Politecnico di Torino and CSI Piemonte started, which
focused on the development of a model versioning infrastructure to be used
for the MDD tool suite.
During the collaboration the researchers became aware of the articulate
history related to the conception, development, introduction, and deployment
of the MDD solution and decided to undertake an additional hermeneutical
research effort focused on the evolution of the ecosystem centered around the
MDD tool suite. The team – the authors of the present paper – is composed
of a group of academic researchers and a group of industrial members.
The research method adopted in this work is essentially of interpretive
nature [3]. In particular the investigation is based on a single case study
that lasted almost six years, which encompasses several hundreds individual
software development projects.
The collection of materials occurred in several different occasions.
• An initial series of meetings approximately taking place with bi-weekly
frequency, they where originally intended to understand the architec-
ture of MDD tools for the purpose of collecting the requirements for
the model versioning infrastructure. Those meetings provided an initial
overview of the ecosystem and its historical evolution.
• A workshop was organized in July 2011 for the announcement of the
release of MDD-tools as open source software, the researchers partici-
pated in this workshop where accounts of experience with MDD tools
by third party developers were presented. The feedback from external
subcontractors allowed us to confirm the information collected from
within CSI.
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• Two meetings were organized to focus on the historic-technical perspec-
tive of the ecosystem, the meeting were conducted by the researchers in
the form of unstructured interviews where the industrial participants
were asked in general about the ecosystem evolution and specifically
about the socio-technical aspects that characterized it.
• Eventually a working document was produced to summarize what emer-
ged during the focused meetings and served as the reference for discus-
sion and clarification, which took place mainly via email and telephone.
• After the first version of the paper was available, the researchers con-
ducted two semi-structured interviews with developers who actually
used the MDD tools in order to confirm or refute the interpretation.
The goal of our investigation is to describe a complex and large local
ecosystem and document the main patterns that emerge during its historical
evolution. Though our approach is similar to a case study [4], the breadth,
temporal duration, geographical extension, and moreover the interpretive
nature make it depart from the usual understanding of that kind of study.
The type of data collected in the previous events range from informal
notes taken on paper, to detailed notes taken e.g. with text editors, to struc-
tured notes taken e.g. with mind-mapping tools, to interview transcripts.
Due to the heterogeneity of the materials and the mainly interpretive nature
of our work we decided not to use common qualitative methods (e.g. coding
techniques)[5], which are more suitable for hypothesis confirmation – i.e. a
positivist approach – and homogeneous materials.
We summarize the main features of our work with reference to the basic
principles of interpretive field research proposed by Klein and Myers [3]:
Fundamental Principle of the Hermeneutic Circle: it is assumed that
“movement of understanding is constantly from the whole to the part
and back to the whole” [6]. Our understanding started with specific
technological aspects concerning model lifecycle and extended to the
whole ecosystem, the several iterations allowed us to achieve a satisfy-
ing comprehension.
Principle of Contextualization: in reporting the evolution of the ecosys-
tem we strive to provide as much contextual information as possible to
show how the observed phenomena emerged.
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Principle of Interaction Between the Researchers and the Subjects:
several concepts presented in the paper emerged through the interac-
tion among the researchers and the industrial authors. The very idea of
considering the MDD tools, its support team, the development teams
using it as an ecosystem emerged during the meetings and was not
originally present in the data.
Principle of Abstraction and Generalization: the first part of this pa-
per (see section 3) reports and idiographic interpretation of the CSI
ecosystem evolution, while the following part (see section 4) attempts
to abstract a few general patterns that may attain a wider, nomoth-
etic validity. We do not claim any statistical representativeness of our
generalization, its validity relies “on the plausibility and cogency of the
logical reasoning used in describing the results from the cases” [7] and
in the substantial agreement with findings from other works available
in the literature.
Principle of Dialogical Reasoning: given our role of authors, we may
declare the na¨ıve expectation of the adoption of MDD tools to spread
though the ecosystem solely due to its pure technical excellence. We
actually confronted such preconception in two ways: when data actually
supported it we looked for some additional objective measure, on the
contrary we reported other factor affecting the diffusion of MDD as
they emerged from the analysis of data.
Principle of Multiple Interpretations: the main source of information
for this investigation relies on the two industrial coauthors who both
belong to the MDD support group. Additional viewpoints come from
the third party developers presentations during the workshop and from
two interviews with individual developers belonging to the group of
MDD tools users.
Principle of Suspicion: the researchers’ group often discussed about the
information provided by the industrial side and always concluded that
the trust relationship was well deserved.
The assessment of the validity of the results is an important methodolog-
ical part in any experimental and more in general positivist research. We
intend to stress that our effort is essentially of interpretive nature, therefore
6
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Figure 1: Overall timeline
the generalization effort cannot be evaluate in terms of external validity. The
motifs reported in section represent an attempt to abstract the key features
of the ecosystem evolution, though it is not possible to claim their general
applicability to other contexts. They can be compared to existing results in
the literature and to the authors’ experience, and it is possible to argument
– though not prove – their potential validity in similar settings.
3. History
The software ecosystem revolving around CSI started its evolution, due
to the introduction of the MDD approach, back in 2008; we document its
evolution over a five years period until 2013, time of this writing. We start
by presenting the environment before the introduction of MDD and then
document the evolution through five main eras. Figure 1 shows the overall
chronological layout of the eras:
• Informal: initial MDD tools are developed and used in an ad-hoc
manner;
• Assessment: commitment to evaluate a possible platform for enterprise-
wide adoption;
• Investment: development of MDD-Tools platform and diffusion within
enterprise boundaries;
• Maturity: involvement of contractors and enhanced support;
• Community: the community take responsibility for the MDD-Tools.
In order to represent the ecosystem throughout its evolution we use a set
of diagrams – one per era – that represent the members of the ecosystem
as ovals. The artifacts and services exchanged by the members are reported
as arrows from the producer to the consumer. We depict sub-systems – i.e.
7
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Figure 2: Ecosystem before MDD
groups of members that play a specific role – using dashed ovals. Sub-systems
can be constituted by single working groups (e.g., the software engineering
group), by categories of personnel (e.g., business analysts) or categories of
organizations (e.g., sub-contractors). For every era we highlight with thick
(red) lines the changed or new elements with respect to the previous era.
During the different eras it is possible to observe how the new paradigm
starts as an autonomous initiative of a small group of developers (Infor-
mal), then it gains the attention of the CSI management (Assessment), it is
adopted within the boundaries of the CSI organization (Investment). Later
the change affects the whole ecosystem (Maturity) and finally the respon-
sibility for the solution is moved away from the central organization to be
distributed across the ecosystem (Community).
3.1. Before MDD Era
Period: until March 2008
The initial configuration of the ecosystem can be observed in Figure 2.
In CSI different kinds of applications are developed. Among them a
large number are web applications to be plugged into web portals for sev-
8
eral different public administrations. These web applications often need to
comply with rigid internal rules, which include coding standards, building
standards, graphical standards, and rules for other technical aspects such as
the mechanisms for authentication. The standards are in place to make the
development process more robust and reliable, obtaining predictable costs,
and ensuring the products meet given quality standards. Development rules
are mainly defined by the Software Engineering Group (SEG).
The presence of rules and conventions is also motivated by the fact that
CSI does not offers software development services only, but provides hosting
to some of its larger institutional customers too. Thus the company aims to
produce applications based on small number of technological infrastructures,
with the goal of reducing the effort for deployment and maintenance of the
web farm. The web farm is an infrastructure managed by CSI and used to
host a large number of customers’ web applications.
The organization strives to have a software factory where the kind of ap-
plications typically developed (web applications) can be produced according
to a precise and repeatable process. The software factory is partially internal
(consisting of technical analysts and developers employed directly by CSI)
and partially external (i.e. sub-contractors).
Customers describe requirements to business analysts from CSI; who pro-
duce an analysis document that is delivered to the software factory. The
factory builds the application, according to the analysis and adhering to the
development rules. Once produced, the application is typically passed to the
system admins who are responsible for the deployment in the internal web
farm.
The reported baseline productivity – at this stage of the ecosystem evo-
lution – was 15 function points per person-month, considering the overall
project. While, focusing on the bare development activities (within the soft-
ware factory), the productivity was 30 function points per person-month.
For the computation of functional size CSI uses IFPUG function points [8].
3.2. Informal Era
Period: between April 2008 and June 2008.
The SEG developed a tool to generate the skeleton of services. The
ultimate goal was to simplify the startup process of projects developing new
services and to reduce both the effort and the errors – frequently due to a
copy & paste approach.
9
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Figure 3: Ecosystem during the Informal era
The tool was named csiskelgen and it was initially intended to be a sim-
ple template-based generator. During the development the SEG realized that
they could produce a more general and therefore useful tool with a small ad-
ditional effort. For this reason they decided to make it more flexible adopting
a Domain Specific Language (DSL)1 for the description of the services to be
generated.
The following two usage modalities were supported:
basic modality generate the skeleton of the service and from there develop
the application without further using the tool,
advanced modality define through a model the interface of the service
and some aspects like security and transactionality. From this model
code could be obtained and application-specific logic could be written
within protected regions. Then the model could be later modified and
1A Domain Specific Language is a language with a limited expressiveness designed to
express concisively a certain aspect. Famous DSLs include HTML, CSS and Latex. Recent
tools highly reduced the cost of developing this languages, augmenting significantly the
number of practicioners realizing them. For more details see [9]
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the code re-generated with the protected regions preserved. So the tool
could be used along all the duration of the project. Users do not just
generate an initial skeleton but they build a model of the service then
they progressively refine it during the whole life of the project.
At this stage the company management was largely unaware of the speri-
mentation with MDD techniques: this was regarded as a technical implemen-
tation detail, known only to developers using it. This was possible because
project management let the developers pick their own tools and this stage
those tools were not regarded as an important asset or a mean to execute a
organizational transition. So the developers working in the company could
freely decide whether to use the tools. A large portion of them decide to
adopt the ”advanced modality”.
This first era of the ecosystem is described in figure 3. The main novelty
is represented by the csiskelgen that is provided by the SEG to the developers
in the software factory. An important motif in this era is represented by the
adoption of the MDD approach, conducted on a voluntary base (see Sect.
4.1).
No precise data is available about productivity but the developers re-
ported the impression of benefiting from adopting MDD. Actually the dif-
fusion at this stage was primarily driven by an immediate productivity gain
perception.
Still some developers did not like to give up the full control on the code but
they felt the trade-off was worth while because in return they were shielded
from some technical details about more difficult and less creative aspects,
e.g. securitization.
3.3. Assessment Era
Period: between July 2008 and October 2008.
In the previous era a basic MDD solution was started autonomously by
developers and began to spread exclusively because of word-of-mouth. At
this point the CSI management become aware of this solution and decide to
conduct an evaluation of MDD technologies. The goal of the evaluation is to
drive possible new investments on a more complete toolset.
In this timeframe the SEG evaluated different software solutions for the
rapid development of business web applications. They reached the conclu-
sions that bending those tools to obtain applications as expected by the CSI
11
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Figure 4: Ecosystem during the Assessment era
infrastructure (CSI does not only develop applications abut also host them
in its own web farm) would have been very difficult. The company realized
the only feasible solution was to craft its own tools. It was clear upfront that
the investment to be done would have been relevant.
The SEG decided to initially focus on the evolution of csiskelgen tool be-
fore facing the more challenging task of building a full-fledged web application
generation tool chain. The evolution of csiskelgen was named servicegen. The
major enhancements introduced were:
• the model editor was improved: while before the reflection-based editor
for EMF2 models were used a specific one was now developed;
• only the ”advanced mode” – supporting a completed MDD round-trip
process3 – was kept while the ”one-shot” approach was discontinued;
2EMF stands for Eclipse Modeling Framework (see http://www.eclipse.org/
modeling/emf/. It includes a complete suite of interoperable components to build per-
sonalized MDD solutions
3By the term MDD round-trip process we indicate the typical development process
which starts by defining models, then generate code from them, permit the manual cus-
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• the tool was integrated into Eclipse, thus providing a complete platform
and uniform user experience;
• service orchestration modeling was added, covering an aspect tradition-
ally considered hard by developers.
Figure 4 shows the ecosystem during this era. At this level the only
noticeable difference is the shift from csiskelgen to servicegen but another
crucial aspect is that the support for the initiative is growing inside the
company boundaries and spread from developers to the management. More-
over something important happened under the hood: enough confidence was
gained about the maturity of the enabling technologies, the decision was
made in favor of toolsmithing, and the technological platform – Eclipse EMF
– was selected. In particular the decision of developing their own tools (see
Sect. 4.2) represented a fundamental decision for the future evolution of the
ecosystem.
The solution emerging was based on the definitions of a set of meta-
models using the Ecore metamodel. Ecore is the solution typically used to
describe meta-models when using the EMF platform. It is also the refer-
ence implementation of the OMG’s EMOF (Essential Meta-Object Facility).
The EMF models describing the single applications (and adhering to the
designed meta-models) where developed through specific editors created in
these phase. From models source code was generated using Xpand4, a tem-
plating system interoperable with EMF models.
In terms of adoption of the MDD approach became more popular, but
still limited to services and in particular to orchestrated services.
3.4. Investment Era
Period: between October 2008 and December 2009.
Given the technical viability of the MDD approach has been verified in
the previous era, the company management launched an internal project for
tomization of special region of the generated code and going back to modify again the
models, re-generating new code from them without losing the manual customization of
the code. This is a circular, iterative process which starts from models and permit to
later operate again on models. It is the alternative to the one-shot generation approach in
which code is generated from models once and later always edited directly, without further
operating on the models.
4http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/m2t/?project=xpand
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Figure 5: Ecosystem during the Investment era
the development of a suite of model-driven tools (named MDD-Tools). The
goal of this project was both to improve and consolidate servicegen but also
to build the tools required to develop web applications presentation layer
(guigen) and data access layer (datagen).
A significant investment in the MDD-Tools project was contributed as
part of a project (α). After project α a set of pilot projects were conducted
supporting with concrete evidence further decisions; the essential produc-
tivity features are presented in Table 1. The company measures regularly
the number of function points of each process using an approach based on
IFPUG.
All these projects were completed in time and reached their goals. The
projects had good productivity (compared to the usual productivity mea-
sured at the same company), even better than the expectations; this is was
particularly welcome because many of the developers involved had not prior
experience with MDD. Circa 20 developers learnt how to use the MDD tools,
and at the end of 2009 some teams were able to utilize MDD Tools without
the direct involvement of the authors of the tools.
A development group (within the SEG) was created and put in charge of
developing the MDD-Tools project. As a consequence, a rigorous develop-
14
Duration Productivity
Project Size From To All Devel.
Baseline 15 30
β 1091 Oct. 2009 Feb. 2010 32 80
γ 345 Aug. 2009 Dec. 2009 - 48
δ 307 Sep. 2009 Oct. 2009 39 89
Table 1: Productivity of pilot projects vs. baseline (function points)
ment process for the tools was put in place with formalized mechanisms for
versioning, deployment, and issue tracking.
From pilot projects two problems arose: first, the need for documentation
became more and more evident, then the initial reception from technical ana-
lysts was not positive. Technical analysts did not have prior experience with
the tools and the solutions they proposed were sometimes not implementable
with tools as described by them. Through discussions with developers it was
possible to find ways to implement variants of these functionalities in a sat-
isfactory way. However analysts were somehow reluctant to embrace the
change, probably because they initially perceived the tools as limiting.
Figure 5 shows the ecosystem during this era. The MDD-tools were
provided to the software factory, together with basic face-to-face support.
Only a few pilot projects were developed using the MDD-tools, they coexisted
with projects developed using the traditional (non model-driven) approach.
A fundamental change in the ecosystem is that a new type of artifact started
to be exchanged: models. Instead of providing the final code, the model was
provided with application-specific logic – in protected regions – enabling the
generation and re-generation of the final application.
In general the results were considered positive and the organization gain
the confidence for a larger adoption of the MDD Tools: during this era the
MDD approach grew into a strategic asset for the company.
3.5. Maturity Era
Period: between January 2010 and December 2012.
In this era the MDD approach reaches maturity. Its usage was institu-
tionalized and so it impacted more deeply the organization and started to
spread to subcontractors, hence to personnel not directly employed at the
company or consulting at the company offices.
15
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Figure 6: Ecosystem during the Maturity era
Support was offered in a more structured way (see Sect. 4.4 for details).
In addition, more and more developers, who already gained experience with
the MDD-tools, were able to coach novice adopters.
Both guigen and servicegen were evolved as follows:
• guigen: the code generated was checked to be XHTML compliant and
standardized. The support for skins was implemented: the mechanism
permitted to customize the appearance of generated applications, mak-
ing easier to adapt to different PA web portals and to other kinds of
customers. A specific group for the development of skins was created at
CSI. The tool was evolved to support rich user interfaces, e.g. including
GIS maps. A considerable effort was put to guarantee that MDD-Tools
generated code compliant with the Italian regulation for accessibility
which is particularly stringent for portals for the PA5.
• servicegen: a new generator was added to target the web services
framework named Apache CXF6. Servicegen permits to define web ser-
5See Italian law nr. 4 of the 9th of January 2004, and successive modifications
6http://cxf.apache.org/
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vices and their orchestration. It let the developers model the interface,
user groups, authentication rules and so on.
The quality of the generated code was assessed by means of static analysis
techniques. In particular the SONAR7 tools was used and the generator were
modified to match internally defined quality thresholds (see Sect. 4.6).
The project was released under an open-source license, the EUPL8. Open-
ing the project required first the legal team of CSI to review the different
candidate licenses and pick up the most suitable one. On the technical side
the tools needed to be reviewed to remove elements which were too much
”CSI-specific”. For example particular services were adopted to implement
authentication and authorization of web portals developed by CSI, this as-
pect and others were modified to be more customizable.
The first efforts to make subcontracting companies to adopt the tool had
a limited success: companies were reluctant to invest in a tool which was
still considered too much CSI-specific. In particular those companies felt
that the investment in training the people for the MDD-tools platform was
not enough rewarding.
Anyway, during this era, the internal usage of the tool use grew. At the
end of year 2011 more than 200 services were developed using MDD-Tools
and more than 70 developers were able to use them autonomously. The
growth in the number of users brought upfront the necessity for training,
documentation and technical support (see Sect. 4.4).
Training was provided by the team who developed the MDD tools through
both scheduled internal courses and coaching during the kickstart era of
the projects. Finally the documentation was completed and enriched with
tutorials, screencasts, and thematic guides.
A communication problem between analysts and developers already emer-
ged during pilot projects; analysts did not understand the nature of the
MDD-tools. This brought two types of problem: not only the requirements
did not leverage the capabilities of MDD-tools, but also sometimes the re-
quirements turned out to be not practically implementable using the MDD-
tools. To solve this issue a showcase project showing the nature of single
components was developed. Using it analysts could learn the aspect and the
7http://www.sonarsource.org
8http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/European Union Public Licence
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utility of each one of them and started to design solutions referring to these
building blocks.
The configuration of the ecosystem at this stage is presented in figure 6.
MDD-tools are not provided only to the internal factory but also to external
sub-contractors, which become part of the new MDD-centered community.
The sub-contractors were convinced about the cost-effectiveness of investing
in MDD-tools skill acquisition with the promise of a sustained flow of jobs
(see motif RoI for adopters in Sect. 4.7). At this stage the development
rules previously described through documentation are mostly encoded in the
MDD-Tools (see automatic enforcement motif in Sect. 4.5).
The development is performed using MDD-tools in the whole ecosystem,
so the deployment to the web farm is performed by providing the models and
the addition logic (in the form of code within protected regions).
Near the end of the community approach a questionnaire was distributed
to some of the sub-contractors of the company to evaluate the knowledge
of the tool and plan the transition to the community era. Considering that
the sample was not built according to designed schema we can not assume
absolute representatitivity, however 25 companies were involved. Most of the
participants declared interest in learning more about the solutions as users,
and a relevant part showed interested also in learning about the internals of
the MDD-Tools.
3.6. Community era
Period: since January 2013.
In this era the economic conjuncture forced CSI to reduce the investments
on further development of the MDD-Tools. Nevertheless the company was
aware of the necessity of guaranteeing support for existing and new users.
At this stage the approach was already largely adopted by CSI and several
ongoing projects were using the MDD-Tools. The company decided to focus
long term efforts in fostering a stronger involvement of the community in the
development of the tools.
In particular the development is not anymore performed by one single
central unit; a reorganization deployed a new structure where a single person
(the product leader) is responsible for managing MDD-tools evolution by
receiving contributions from several different business units and teams. While
previously some users started naturally to coach and evangelize about MDD-
tools this role is now officialized by the company. Moreover those active users
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Figure 7: Ecosystem during the Community era
are asked to contribute to the development of the tools itself. This change
should lead to a tailorization to the needs of the different business units,
which will have more control on the evolution of the suite.
Being the tool open-source and given that many subcontractors gained
experience using it, it started to be used for projects not involving CSI.
Unfortunately precise data on the number of these projects is not available.
The company invested in a course for twelve developers of the commu-
nity to improve the ability to modify the toolset itself and facilitate new
contributions.
In this period different business units contribute to the tools according
to internal needs, emerging during the development of specific applications.
Contributions are shared and redistributed to the community. A few con-
tributors are starting to solve minor bugs or provide small updates even not
directly related to their work, showing ownership of the toolset. For example,
a contributor developed a bundle of the toolchain for Linux, while previously
CSI developed bundles for Windows and Mac OS X.
Until now the community is mostly self-governed. While each user of the
tool is now able to develop functionalities without the burden of synchroniza-
tion and amministrative overhead on the other side there is the possibility
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Motif
Effects on
Era
Efficiency Diffusion
Incremental adoption X Informal
Toolsmithing X Assessment
Integration X X Investment
Support X Maturity
Automatic enforcement X Maturity
Generated code quality X Maturity
RoI for adopters X Maturity
Distributed development X Community
Table 2: Motifs with main effect and era of appearance
of effort duplication or evolving the tools in different directions. The most
active members of the community start to discuss using forums, wikis and
a website set-up by CSI; recently some of them are considering the possi-
bility of producing together a new cartridge (a plugin of the generator) to
support the bootstrap CSS template9. The cartridge previously developed
by CSI were designed for the main portals of the customer PAs where the
main focus was on accessibility. The adoption of the toolset in a different
context requires some adaptation, mainly concerning the layout that should
be rendered more responsive and “appealing”.
The ecosystem at this stage is depicted in figure 7. The MDD-tools open-
source project has now become a new stand-alone entity in the ecosystem.
The developers in the ecosystem now focus on contributing new features
of the MDD-tools, they provide new code to the OSS project. In practice
we observe a transition from a centralized development typical of closed-
source environment to a distributed development typical of an open-source
environment (see Sect. 4.8).
4. Motifs
The way the ecosystem was shaped by the introduction of the MDD-tools
and the way CSI managed to successfully spread over the new paradigm –
first internally to the organization, then to the whole ecosystem – are main
features we observed in our investigation.
9http://getbootstrap.com/css/
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Through different forms of interactions that took place in the last two
years – in the context of a collaboration between CSI and Politecnico di
Torino – we elicited several of such practices.
The are first of all an abstraction of our interpretation of the evolution of
the ecosystem and secondly they could turn out to be a reservoir of potentially
useful software engineering practices.
We dubbed “motif” the most relevant among the elicited software engi-
neering practices. We use the term motif because they cannot be considered
proper organization [10] or design patterns [11], both because they are not
proved10 and they cannot always be formulated as solutions.
The motifs we present here, we believe, are peculiar of the evolution of an
ecosystem when a new development tool or technology – produced and used
by the different members of the ecosystem – is introduced. Their applications
– in different eras of the ecosystem history – turned out to be success factors
for the favorable evolution and growth of the ecosystem.
We describe each motif using the so called ”Canonical form”11 for pattern
description, and we report how the motif was applied in the case under study.
Each motif was applied mostly in one specific era as shown in Table 2.
They affected two main aspects: the efficiency of the software development
and the diffusion of the MDD approach within the ecosystem.
4.1. Incremental adoption
Before the initiative started as a formalized task by SEG in 2008, a
few tools were already used to perform code generation. Single developers
were using tools like XDoclet12 or FreeMarker13. The former allows gener-
ating code from annotations14 inserted in Java modules, while the latter is
a template-based code generator. Because of this personal experimentation
some of the developers where familiar with code generation and had experi-
enced its benefits on real projects.
10We stress here that our approach is mainly interpretive, we cannot claim a positivist
nature for our results, though they could be used as the basis for further a positivist
research
11http://c2.com/cgi/wiki?CanonicalForm
12http://xdoclet.codehaus.org/
13http://freemarker.sourceforge.net/
14http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Java_annotation
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Name Incremental adoption
Problem There is resistance to the diffusion of the (development) technology
Context The diffusion is in its initial phase, from the initial proposers’ group to a still small
group of potential new adopters
Forces Tendency to maintain work habits
Skepticism about benefits
Fear of possible difficulties
Solution Conduct the adoption of the technology incrementally and on a voluntary base
Resulting
context
Word of mouth dissipates fears and skepticism, required knowledge is easily available
from the neighbours
Rationale This approach allows for a spontaneous and persuaded adoption and facilitate the nat-
ural emergence of champions
Table 3: Motif summary: Incremental adoption
When the SEG introduced csiskelgen (i) it was an incremental evolution
in respect to previous approaches, and (ii) the adoption was conducted on
a voluntary basis. During initial phases developers were free to adopt it or
not for new projects, without pressure from project managers or executives.
Later the adoption of the tool and its successors spread naturally into differ-
ent business units thanks to word of mouth and evangelization spontaneously
conducted by satisfied users. When the management started to encourage a
more structured adoption of MDD-Tools many developers had already either
used them personally or heard of success-stories from colleagues.
According to Rogers [12] in this case a collective innovation decision is
taken in favor of the adoption of MDD. This situation contrasts with scenarios
where the adoption of MDD is forced by the management and the developers
of the organization have no prior experience with it. In those cases resistances
to adoption are probable [13]. The gradual approach is also suggested in [14].
4.2. Toolsmithing
There are several tools in the marketplace that support the development
of business application using an MDD approach. During the Assessment Era
the SEG carried on an evaluation of the most significant ones.
The result of the evaluation, was that in a large software factory as the one
present in CSI the best solution possible seems the development of custom
tool-chain and structure which could be shaped and adapted to the organi-
zation’s need. Alternatives based on the adoption of packaged solution were
evaluated and discarded in the case of CSI.
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Name Toolsmithing
Problem The needs of the company are not met by existing commercial tools
Context The technological evolution compels a company to adopt new tools
Forces Existing tools impose their approach
The company has a set of constraints that contrast with the tool’s approach
Solution Develop the tool in house
Resulting
context
The constraints are satisfied by the new tool
Rationale Building the tool allows for a perfect customization to the technical and process needs of
the company
Table 4: Motif summary: Toolsmithing
Toolsmithing, and in particular the definition of specialized editors seems
to be rarely implemented in MDD solutions, with micro companies slightly
more inclined to consider it in respect to large companies [15]. This is proba-
bly due to the fact that more complex processes are typically adopted in the
latter, which could be more reluctant to develop their own tools and perform
the necessary complimentary steps for a successful deployment (e.g. revise
the processes, train the developers).
It is true that a significant effort is required for the development of ap-
propriate technological knowledge to enable such an approach, though this
study suggest that practitioners working in software-intensive companies can
consider this possibility as a viable option. An industrial survey confirms
the role of toolsmithing in improving the chance to achieve improved flexibil-
ity, productivity, reactivity to changes and platform independence [16]. To
partially reduce the development cost we also suggest to base custom MDD
solutions on enabling platforms like EMF or commercial alternatives (e.g.,
MetaEdit+).
4.3. Integration
The initial tool (csiskelgen) was not integrated with the IDE and it was
quite unpolished, still it was perceived as valuable from developers.
IDE integration turned out not being critical to promote the first adoption
of the tool but it had to be addressed to permit to a larger portion of the
users to adopt it.
This turned out to be a successful action in the Investment Era (see
section 3.4.
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Name Integration
Problem New adopters have problems in using the technology that doesn’t fit their usual workflow
Context The technology starts to be adopted by a larger group not including only enthusiasts
Forces Developers tend to stick to their workflow
Tools implicitly assume a given organization of work
Solution Integrate the tools into the commonly used development environment (e.g. as plug-ins)
Resulting
context
No significant change to the workflow is required to use the tools
Rationale A least effort solution that allows using the usual IDE without heavily affecting the workflow
can potentially overcome the resistance from developers
Table 5: Motif summary: Integration
The selected technological platform (Eclipse EMF) is well suited to build
plug-ins for the Eclipse IDE that is typically used by the developers in the
ecosystem. The integration with the platform permits to benefit of accessory
facilities (like plugins for supporting version-control systems) with which the
user-base is already familiar. Integration can be seen as a way of mitigate
risks and to leverage existing investments [17] both on tools development or
acquisition and effort spent on skill development.
Balasubramanian et al. reported missing integration as a problem making
difficult to obtain a complexive view of the system [18]. We agree with this
finding and we suggest to practitioners to consider tools integration when
planning the diffusion of technological changes to a large number of different
actors.
4.4. Support
While for popular and widespread development technologies the knowl-
edge is normally freely available in the web, for tools used only within a
certain ecosystem (like MDD-Tools) specific support have to be provided
from within the ecosystem itself.
In this case support is needed both during development and maintenance.
During development programmers need clarifications about the modeling lan-
guage and advices on the best practices, during maintenance help is needed
for tuning the application and to conduct bug fixing.
Initially the documentation was very limited and there was not a group in
charge of offering support, this was due to the nature of the initial incremental
and voluntary adoption process (see Sect. 4.1 above). At that time users
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Name Support
Problem New adopters have problems in using the technology: they need to train, learn and acquire
the specific skills
Context Scaling up from a small (voluntary) group, through management commitment
Forces Need for documentation and support
Community used direct personal contacts
Solution Plan of an heavy effort investment in documentation, building a support group
Resulting
context
Information is available through the official documentation or resorting to support group
Rationale When a certain size threshold for the adopted group is reached, nearby colleagues are not
anymore available or sufficient for training and problem solving therefore an institutionalized
approach to knowledge sharing must be implemented
Table 6: Motif summary: Support
just turned their question to the initial contributors or other developers in
the same team.
The transition from in-house usage of the MDD solution to the ecosys-
tem configuration required an adequate management of knowledge. In this
respect the situation is similar to what happens with off-shoring: knowledge
which existed internally within an organization’s boundaries is moved to and
exchanged with external organizations [19]. In the CSI case the knowledge
considered includes both technical expertise and know-how about processes.
The importance of knowledge transfer is fundamental to properly perform
this step and both explicit and tacit knowledge should be considered [20]. In
our case-study the explicit knowledge was transmitted through documenta-
tion while the tacit knowledge was accessible through the support team and
with dedicated training-on-the-job activities.
When the ecosystem grew at a fast pace during the Maturity Era (see
section 3.6), such approach became infeasible, thus leading to different strate-
gies to guaranteeing support. First the SEG offered both the first and second
level support, as the workload kept growing the first level support had to
sub-contracted to an external company. A Q&A system (similar to Stack-
overflow15) was also implemented when the same questions started to appear
over and over. The system was made available to all the developers working
in the ecosystem.
It is important to emphasize how value can be provided to a small initial
15http://stackoverflow.com/
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Name Automatic enforcement
Problem It is difficult to make several different providers (sub-contractors) to comply with a given
set of standards
Context The developed software must comply to legal constraints (e.g., on usability) and technical
constraints deriving from the web farm platform
Forces Conformance to (usability/integrability/standards) rules is required
Target platform may vary
Developers and sub-contractors tend to adopt most familiar/cheap technologies
Solution Encode the rules in the code generator
Resulting
context
Conformance is guaranteed by the tool
Rationale Instead of imposing directly the constraints, e.g. through heavy rules and standards books,
the constraints are encoded in the tool and the conformance is automatically – and mostly
transparently – ensured by the everyday working tools, e.g. by generating conforming code
Table 7: Motif summary: Automatic enforcement
circle of users with a limited investment while the leap out of the circle – i.e.
delivering value to a wider population of developer – require a much larger
investment.
Though, at a later stage, as the tools are more and more adopted the
number of advanced users able to offer some support to colleagues grows.
It is important for practitioners to consider both explicit and tacit knowl-
edge and be ready to perform the necessary investments, if they want to fully
exploit the benefits of a technological transition.
4.5. Automatic enforcement
The control of several different aspects of the applications is fundamental.
For instance from a functional perspective the applications must be hosted
by the CSI web farm and be integrated with common platform modules, e.g.
authentication. From a non-functional point of view, web portals developed
for the PA must conform to a set of accessibility standards.
MDD-tools make possible the governance of every aspect of the applica-
tions life cycle. Sub-contractors could in principle provide just the models –
accompanied by application-specific logic that need to be written manually
within the protected regions – to CSI, which then autonomously generates
and deploys the application. This approach permits the enforcement of stan-
dards and procedures with a limited effort.
Upon receiving the models, CSI has the option to check them to verify
that quality requirements are met, for instance the rules for usability could
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Name Generated code quality
Problem The poor quality of generated code affects the overall quality of the product
Context The development tool produces code, that will be shipped as part of the final product, e.g.
using an MDD approach
Forces Quality of generated code is rarely put into question
Generated code has the potential to cripple the whole application
Generated code could need to be understood, e.g. to integrate, debug, troubleshoot
Generated code is not intended for developers to read
Solution Assess the quality of generated code and improve the generator
Resulting
context
The final quality of the generated code is improved, which is reflected in improved overall
quality of the product. In addition the understandability of the code is improved
Rationale Several quality issues may indicate bugs that otherwise would be difficult to understand,
and the resulting improved quality often implies better understandability
Table 8: Motif summary: Generated code quality
be mostly automatically verified. This is made possible because an high level
of abstractions is adopted (models instead of code). In addition it is possible
to use a standardized building process to generate the code and produce
the final application. Finally, the deployment also can be performed in a
standardized way.
The transition to the MDD-based ecosystem with automatic enforcement
during the Maturity Era (see section 3.6), brought significant benefits. This
approach contrasts with the reality in other contexts – e.g. PAs in close
regions – which experience strong difficulties in managing, installing and
maintaining a plethora of interdependent applications developed with differ-
ent technologies, on different platforms and with different requirements.
The idea of enforcing architectural rules was envisioned before [21]. Nor-
mally it is executed as a supplementary step in which architectural rules
are automatically or manually verified [22]. In this case rules were not any-
more formalized explicitly, but they were embedded in the generators and
the solution itself.
We suggest practitioners to consider the benefits of automatic-enforcement
in managing relations across an ecosystems. By reducing the cost of evalu-
ation and making more objective the process, the level of confidence in the
relation can grow.
4.6. Quality of the generated code
During the Maturity Era (see section 3.6), the SEG performed an in-
vestigation for quality issues on the generated code and individuated a few
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actual bugs. It is important to notice how an investment on the quality of
the generated code could be immediately retrofitted to affect all the projects
developed using the code-generation feature of the platform.
Normally the quality of generated code is not monitored; this case suggest
it could make sense to do that because:
• the generated code could need to be integrated with custom code writ-
ten by developers and not generated,
• also if manually written code is not inserted the generated code could
still need to be read and understood for debugging and troubleshooting,
• quality problems in the generated code could lead to errors or perfor-
mance issues.
Investigation on the quality of the generated code is often neglected. We
suggest it useful to improve two factors: performances and code readability.
For most applications the performances are simply not an issue, while for
applications where performances are critical MDD tend to be rejected to
retain full control of the executed code [17]. Code readability of generated
code is normally not much considered: the best-practices suggest that all code
should be generated [23] and considered as a semi-artifact necessary just to
obtain the compiled applications. We argue it is not frequently the case: in
many MDD solutions a large fraction of code is generated but corner-cases are
managed through hand-written code [16] which need to be integrated with
generated code. In this scenario the readability of generated code becomes
important.
Investments in the quality of the generated code can be incremental and
benefit not only applications currently being developed but also past ones –
by means of a regeneration of the code – and future ones. On the contrary
investments on the manually written code of one applications can benefit
only the individual application being targeted.
Working on improving the quality of code, previous findings should be
considered: previous research [24, 25, 26] indicates that while a portion of
warnings issued by static analysis tools are highly correlated to potential
errors, most of them are not. The latter type of indicators cause an high
workload corresponding to a small or null contribution to the improvement
of quality. Therefore when evaluating the quality of the generated code
the relevant indicators need to be identified using techniques which require
competencies on the technologies involved and on statistics.
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Name RoI for new adopters
Problem New adopters are reluctant to invest in training on new technology
Context The development tools requires a non-negligible effort in training and learning, while the
technology is mainly used within the ecosystem
Forces Large upfront training investment
Limited reusability of the new skills
Solution Provide a medium-/long-term commitment in providing jobs
Resulting
context
Upfront investment is repaid by long-term job series Acceptance at company level may
trigger a similar problem at individual level
Rationale The new adopters (sub-contractors) must have some form of guarantee that the investment
yields a return through a long-term job agreement
Table 9: Motif summary: RoI for adopters
4.7. RoI for external adopters
The adoption of the MDD-tools by sub-contractors required, on their side,
a significant investment in acquiring the specific skills for using that platform.
Such knowledge, though, could only be profitable when developing for CSI.
During the Maturity Era (see section 3.6), the decision of a sub-contractor
to adopt the MDD-tools therefore consists in evaluating the return yielded
by such an investment.
An affordable return on investment is possible if CSI is able to guarantee
a given amount of work to be sub-contracted. Once sub-contractors felt
that there was a sufficient yield they were willing to invest in training for
MDD-tools, with the possibility of using it also for other customers.
While this strategy eventually led most sub-contracting companies to de-
cide for the adoption of MDD-tools, individual developers in such companies
were sometimes still reluctant in investing too much in learning the MDD-
Tools. Their fear was to reduce their ability to find a different job, because
the skills acquired with MDD-Tools are relevant only inside the ecosystem
of companies using them. Developers would prefer to invest in skills which
provide access to a larger job-market (e.g., java programming). In this case
the advantage of the business unit or the benefit of the supplier need to be
put in front of the prospective of the single developer. On the other end
developers using MDD-Tools slightly change their role and develop a differ-
ent skill-set which could be useful to work with other higher-level DSLs. To
individuals to benefit of this acquired skills the industry need to adopt them
more largely.
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Name Distributed development
Problem Centralized development team can hardly identify direction for enhancing the tools
Context A centralized team manages the development a fairly mature technology
Forces Difficult to identify directions for evolution
Lack of knowledge about the specific
Need to evolve the technology
Solution Distribute the development to the individual business units that use the technology
Resulting
context
The needs are address by evolution within the same context where they arise
Rationale The evolution is pushed and driven by specific needs, plugged into a stable and mature core
Table 10: Motif summary: Distributed development
4.8. Distributed platform development
Since the MDD-tools platform reached its maturity, further evolution
mainly address new needs that emerge in different domains during the de-
velopment. The central team – the SEG at CSI – in charge of the tools’
evolution encountered several difficulties in collecting, understanding and
implementing the requirements coming from the development teams.
Within a large ecosystem, not only the evolution becomes critical, offering
a centralized tool support shows some drawbacks: the person offering support
typically does not know the project and she is not aware of its peculiarities
and does not feel involved in the project. In addition, this division introduces
an attribution problem [27]: the people in central support unit tend to be
considered responsible for most problems even loosely linked to the MDD-
tools and they feel they are blamed too often, while developers working in
the other business units tend not to considered themselves fully responsible
for the correct implementation of their projects.
In an attempt to solve the above problems the tools’ evolution was later
moved to a distributed schema: individual business units are in charge of
developing the extensions they need. External partners are welcome as well
to provide contributions. Most of the people originally working in the support
unit have been relocated in the business units, while at the central level is
maintained only the role of coordinating the development of the tools, to
maintain a cohesive strategy and to avoid duplication.
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5. Discussion
The whole history of the ecosystem evolution represents a continuous
improvement both for the collective and the individuals from several per-
spectives. The final configuration of the ecosystem is an improvement in
respect to the initial situation for a variety of reasons. Here we summarize
the changes occurred in the ecosystem and its evolution along a few relevant
dimensions.
Productivity: the development process is based on more productive tools,
which permit to consistently reduce the development cost and provide
more predictable development time. The productivity measured in the
Investment era (see Table 1) indicates an improvement factor ranging
from 1.5 to 3, w.r.t. the baseline. This result is consistent with a
previous survey of modeling and MDD in the Italian industry [16].
Skills: the ecosystem allowed many companies of the regional IT district to
acquire competencies on MDD which were scarce before. As MDD-
Tools are adopted by sub-contractors not for new customers, different
from CSI, the competencies developed on MDD-Tools become more
useful and led more practitioners to learn about MDD. Actually the
lack of competencies has been reported among the top three reasons
why MDD techniques are not adopted in the Italian industry [16]; we
expect the new skill will trigger a virtuous circle that will lead to a
wider adoption of such techniques in the area.
Control: before the adoption of MDD-Tools, manual code inspections were
necessary to verify the adherence of applications to the company devel-
opment standards. After the adoption of MDD-Tools a large portion of
code is automatically generated from models and therefore the gener-
ation process automatically ensure the strict adherence to those stan-
dards. In summary MDD-Tools significantly simplified the governance
of the applications. Transitions to new platforms are now possible
and cheaper, because the technological aspects are captured only into
the code generators, instead of being spread through all the codebase.
This permits to migrate applications as the implementations become
obsolete, preserving the investment done by customers. For example a
transition from MySQL to PostgreSQL in the CSI web farm was per-
formed during the period of interest: thanks to the generative approach
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it required to adapt only the generators and it was possible to apply it
to a large number of applications with a limited effort.
In the future it could be possible for CSI to acquire directly and ex-
clusively models which are easier to verify. Some experimentation on
metrics for MDD-Tools models are already started. They could be an
important tool for the final customer to evaluate the quality of the ap-
plications received and to permit a fairer competition between different
suppliers.
Flexibility: In a software ecosystem involving tens of companies, as the one
centered on CSI, there are several specific needs and constraints, most
of which percolate from the customers – i.e. several PAs –. During the
Assessment era (see Sect. 3.3) a survey and assessment of commercial
packaged solutions was conducted; they were discarded because of lack
of flexibility.
The MDD-tools were instead developed as custom tools and structure
which could be personalized using a DSL, building upon the enabling
platform of EMF. Such a solution proved itself flexible enough to ac-
commodate all the different development needs that emerged in the
ecosystem. Toolsmithing represented a success factor, confirming what
emerged from a previous survey [16]. The necessity to be able to craft
their own tools seem fundamental for software intensive companies of
each size, as emerged also in a case-study previously conducted by au-
thors of this paper [28].
Roles: Traditionally two figures constitutes the bulk of the employees of the
internal and the external factory: technical analysts and developers.
With the switch to a MDD paradigm of development these factories
need to produce mainly models and the accompanying logic (still writ-
ten using general purpose languages).
Technical analysts are reluctant to model because it means providing
a technical artifact which is used to directly produce the concrete ap-
plications therefore more responsibilities are involved. While errors in
the technical documentation – e.g. word files – currently do not lead
to dire consequences. On the other end the developers do not want to
just model because the related skills are less useful – in terms of their
career – in other contexts than the knowledge e.g. of some mainstream
programming language.
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Currently models are written mainly by people trained as software de-
velopers. In the long run the change operated in the ecosystem with
the adoption of MDD call for a redefinition of the figures involved in the
software development because the skill set required for writing models
using MDD-Tools seems slightly different from the one of developers
and technical analysts. The optimal solution seems the definition of
a new role for which at the moment there is an absolute scarcity in
the ecosystem. Modellers are a new intermediate figure. They could
be seen as designers who could benefit from some knowledge about
user-experience design principles and usability.
Given the number of personnel employed in the ecosystem it is a need
that could affect the regional market job and should be considered also
from the local universities.
6. Related work
The related work is organized in two parts; first we consider the problems
and guidelines in deploying MDD and Software Product Lines (SPLs), then
we focus on software ecosystems.
6.1. Deployment of MDD and SPLs
Baker et al. [29] describe the effects of the adoption of MDD in a large
company (Motorola) along 15 years. In their experience the major obstacles
in adopting MDE stem to the lack of a well-defined process, lack of neces-
sary skills and inflexibility in changing the existing culture. In CSI there
were already well established processes and the company was able to form
the necessary skills along the years. Another account from a 5-years project
at the same company can be found in [30]. The author reports as difficulties
the ability to cope with an increasing rate of change in the technology. In
the case of CSI they were strict about dictating transitions to new technolo-
gies and they were not forced by customers to adopt particular versions or
technologies. An important difference in the two experiences is the usage of
UML at Motorola, while at CSI a set of DSLs was developed.
Fleurey et al. [31] report about a case-study of MDE adoption. The
case-study considered a time window of 10-years; the focus is on migration
projects, where the benefits w.r.t. conventional techniques can be observed
after an initial period, e.g. the first code could be delivered only after 10
months from project’s beginning. In addition they present a cost-benefit
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analysis and suggest the presence of profitability threshold in terms of project
size. The authors suggest that domain applications last longer than technolo-
gies, which change at a faster pace. Also in the case of CSI MDD, the key
features are guaranteeing a longer life to applications and facilitating the
unavoidable transitions to new technologies – which are operated updating
the generator and regenerating all the applications –.
While more focused on small companies, authors of this work examined
the best practices for deploying MDD applications [28]. Some lessons learned
for small companies apply also to this case: i) the necessity of flexibility, to
achieve using DSLs and customized solution instead of framework or products
off-the-shelf, ii) the importance of buying the developers committment. The
first point is critical also for CSI, we suggest that software intensive companies
need flexibility, to be able to tailor the development processes considering the
competencies and the specificity of the company. Organizational aspects and
the importance of taking in consideration the reactions of external partners
are instead peculiar to large organizations, given the impossibility for small
companies to shape external factors. On one hand it means small companies
have a more rigid environment to adapt to, on the other hand they have
to consider less aspects in designing their MDD solution. Given that the
number of users is not likely to grow up beyond the organization boundaries
the MDD can be deployed with a limited investment (as it was in the first
phases of the CSI case-study).
Hutchinson et al. in [32] report the results of an empirical study on
the assessment of MDE in industry. Their work has two goals: identify the
reasons of success or failure of MDE and understand how MDE is actually
applied in industry. They employed three forms of investigation: question-
naires, interviews, and on site observations, having as target practitioners,
MDE professionals and companies practising MDE respectively. The ques-
tionnaire has received over 250 responses from professionals (the most of
them are working in Europe). Some of the reported findings are: (i) about
two-thirds of the respondents believe that using MDE is advantageous in
terms of productivity, maintability and portability (increase productivty was
verified in the case of CSI, as well as portability), (ii) the majority of re-
spondents use UML as modelling language, and a good number use in-house
developed DSLs (the latter was the choice of CSI), (iii) almost three quarters
of respondents think that an extra training is necessary to use MDE (we
have seen that CSI invested in training), (iv) the majority of respondents
agree that code generation is an important aspect of MDE productivity gain
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(code generation was also the choice of CSI), and (v) a little less than half
of the respondents think that MDE tools are too expensive (we can confirm
that CSI had to invest consistenly to create the MDD-Tools). We observed
similar perceptions in a survey conducted by us [16] except for the issue of
extra-training which was not considered in our survey, however we observed
that the lack of competencies is one of the problems most frequently reported
by companies. Differently from the results of their survey, the cost of sup-
porting tools is seen as a problem only by a small proportion of respondents
in our sample. Probably it depends on the choice to use existing tools or
develop them, and on the size of the user base: we have seen that in the
case of CSI a small user-base was able to use profitably an immature toolset,
while it had to be considerably evolved to be adopted by a large user-base.
Hutchinson et al. [33] report lesson learned from adoption of MDE in
three large multinational companies (a printer company, a vehicle manufac-
turer and a manufacturer of electronic systems). In particular, the impor-
tance of complex organizational, managerial and social factors in the success
or failure of the MDE deployment. The authors report some organizational
factors that can affect the success or the failure of MDE deployment. The
factors that can affect it positively are: (i) a progressive and iterative ap-
proach, (ii) user motivation in the MDE approach, (iii) an organizational
willingness in integrating MDE in the whole organization, and (iv) having a
clear business focus (where MDE is adopted as a solution for new projects).
Instead, factors that can affect it negatively are: (i) the decision of adopting
MDE being taken by IT managers, in top-down fashion and implemented
“all at once” without developing gradually an understanding of the neces-
saru process changes, (ii) MDE being imposed on the developers without
providing the right motivations, and (iii) an inflexible organization with a
lack of integration of MDE in previous processes. In the CSI case all the
positive factors were verified and no one of the negative ones, leading to an
ideal situation. The only common aspect with the work proposed in [33]
concerns the motivation of developers.
Mohagheghi et al. [34] interviewed – using convenience sampling – de-
velopers from four companies involved in an initiative called MODELPLEX.
They examined the factors affecting adoption of MDE. Regarding usefulness
they found uncertain results: most participants recognize the usefulness of
models but they are not sure about the impact on the quality of the final
product or the effects on productivity. MDE is perceived as not simple: its
complexity makes it viable for engineers but not for non technical people.
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This finding is confirmed by our results reported in [35, 15]. They show that
only in a few cases business experts are involved during modelling tasks. Also
in our case-study the introduction of MDD led to re-consider the different
roles and their involvement in the development phases (see Sect. 5 about
Roles).
Regarding compatibility with the existing development process the com-
panies complained about the lack of standards and the consequent lock-in
effect. All interviewed companies reported some problems in integrating
their existing approaches with MDE. Tools could have been part of their
problems, them being not considered satisfying by a part of the sample. In
particular, some participants expressed several concerns about the scalability
of the MDE approach to large projects (this could be related to the motifs
Integration and Support). Advantages reported are limited to the usefulness
for documentation and communication purposes. Major reasons preventing
adoption of MDE are the immaturity of tools and processes as well as the
lack of competencies.
Catal [36] discusses some of the barriers to the adoption of Software Prod-
uct Line Engineering (SPLE). Among the other findindgs, the author suggest
to consider SPLE as mean to obtain resusability at different levels: not only
of implementation artifacts, but also of documentation, tests, practictes and
other complimentary elements. According to Catal some of the problems
derive from an unclear terminilogy (with duplicate terms used in US and
Europe) and a lack of resources to learn how to implement SPLEs. The ne-
cessity of deep changes in the organization’s process make seniors to refrain
and resist the migration.
Authors of this work partecipated on an industrial survey about MDD
adoption in Italian companies [16]. Among other findings, from our survey
emerges that the most common problems in deploying MDD are the size
of the effort required, the necessity to prove the usefulness of the solution
designed, the lack of competencies and proper tools, the missing support
from management. In this case the company solved this issues through a
slow evolution which made possible to limit the initial investment and to
progressively buy-in management and developers support. The size of the
company made possible to face the investments necessary both to design the
solution but also to grow the necessary competencies. We think that this
partial transfer of competencies to external companies and the availability of
the toolset to other companies could help other companies part of the district
to adopt MDD, lowering the entry-barriers.
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6.2. Software ecosystems
In 2009 Jansen et al. [1] proposed a research agenda for software ecosys-
tems (SECOs). The three prospectives considered are the software ecosystem
level, the software supply network level and the software vendor level. On the
software ecosystem level strategies are implemented to keep the ecosystem
profitable for all the participating actors; our motif RoI for adopters clearly
operates at this level, also all the motifs related to efficiency could be consid-
ered as related to this level because the efficiency of the tools positevely affect
all the participants in the ecosystem. On the software supply network level
relations with suppliers and buyers are considered: orchestration between
partners at different part in the process-chain is administered at this level;
the motif automatic enforcement permits to reduce the cost of verifying the
conformity of the products with the requirements, an important aspect in
managing the relations with suppliers. Finally at the software vendor level
actors considers the effect of the SECO on their own products catalog. For
each prospectives different challenges are reported. Our work addresses a
challenge at the software ecosystem level, in particular Developing policies
and strategies within SECOs for SECO orchestration.
Barbosa and Alves [37] presented a systemic mapping study on SECOs.
Authors included 44 relevant papers. The study, being conducted in 2011,
include papers up to year 2010. The number of papers show an increase of
interest in SECO in the most recent years considered (2010-2011). Of these
44 papers 4 are focusing on SECO and SPLs; it seems to suggest that more
research is needed in this direction, and this case apply to MDD-Tools.
Angeren et al. [38] performed a survey in the Dutch software industry
about the ecosystems companies are working in. Data was collected from
bachelor students according to given schemas. In the end the data of 17
companies was considered. Authors individuate four different categories of
components, obtained from the combination of two dimensions (critical/non
critical, core/contextual). For each category they report which factors influ-
ence the relations with suppliers. Factors are: level of intimacy, continuity,
visibility within the marked, niche creation, product & license type, sup-
port & maintenance. According to their schema the MDD-Tools could be
considered as a critical core component, therefore all the factors would be
relevant.
Bosch [39] examines how successful software product lines can evolve to
large ecosystems. He considers in particular the case in which a company
starts using a SPL for developing its own products and later open it to other
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actors. The SPL evolve into a software ecosystem when the platform starts
to be used outside the organization boundaries. According to Bosch the
two main reasons motivating the transactions are: i) the impossibility for
the company to sustain alone the R&D costs, ii) the mass customization
necessary in certain sectors (e.g., web) for application of the SPL to dif-
ferent customers. In the case of MDD-Tools the major advantages guiding
the transitions were the need for standardization of development times, cost
and platforms, together with an easier governance of outsourced components.
Bosch proposes also a taxonomy of software ecosystems, considering the cat-
egory (end-user programming, application, OS) and the platform (desktop,
web, mobile). We would suggest to add the ”tools based ecosystem” which
is somewhat similar to the end-user programming ecosystem presented by
Bosch (in both case the central element is the tool used to develop applica-
tions) but some aspects are fundamentally different: in particular ”end-user
programming” ecosystems are based on the fact that few investments are
needed for the adoption while out suggested category (tools-based) would
imply relevant cost for teaching and supporting the developers adopting the
tool. In both cases the deep customization of the applications is based on
DSLs.
Hannsen [40], similarly to us, studied the evolution of a Software-Product-
Line centered ecosystem for a period of five years. While in their case-study
the ecosystem is born in the period of interest and the SPL was adopted,
in our case-study both the SPL and the ecosystem were there from the be-
ginning; however in the period of interest there was a critical technologi-
cal change in the implementation of the SPL. The company considered by
Hansen is smaller than CSI (260 people employed against 1200) but it is a
worlwide distributed company, instead of a locally based company as CSI.
The author describes in details the involvement of the customers as an im-
portant aspect of the ecosystem. This strong attention to stakeholders seem
to derive from the transition to the Evo method [41]. Engaging customers
became part of the culture of the company, with reflections at different levels.
While initially it required an active effort to involve stakeholders, later the
company was able to trigger a strong interest and constitute a pool of very
active partners. The company was also able to act as a catalyst for the 60
external organizations which are basing their business of the product line.
They did it organizing conferences, opening a web portal and nurtuting the
network of partners; some of these ideas could be applied by CSI in the future
to strengthen the network of MDD-Tools’ users. This is particularly good for
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those external organizations because they can easily get in touch with a large
pool of established users. An efficient integration technology was considered
an enabled for this set of extensions, customizations and interoperable solu-
tions. The author presents also a set of theoretical propositions defining a
software ecosystem. Among them we note i) the presence of a central refer-
ent organization, acting as hub of the software ecosystem. In our case CSI
is clearly playing this role; ii) the enabling role of a particular technology, in
our case study MDD; iii) the shift to a shared responsibility model on the
development and control of the ecosystem, this element is present also in our
case-study with the release of MDD-Tools as an open-source platform.
Manikas and Hansen [42] conducted a systematic review of the literature
about software ecosystems (SECOs). Authors based their method on the
guidelines from Kitchenham and Charters [43]. They considered 420 papers
and included 90. Here we report a summary of their findings: i) there are
different definitions of software ecosystem being used, the ones most widely
referred come from Jansen et al. [1] or Bosch et. al [39, 44, 45]; ii) the number
of papers published on the topic is increasing significantly, raising from 3
papers published in 2007 and 2008 to the 32 published in 2010 and 2011 (the
papers’ extraction was performed during June 2012); iii) almost half of the
papers are reports, while very few use empirical methods. This is an aspect
common to many other fields of the SE; iv) papers have a sort of equally
distributed focus between SE, business and management, and ecosystems
relationships; v) half of the papers refer to an existing SECO.
Bosch and Bosch-Sijtsema discuss about the impact of software product
lines and ecosystems [44]. They suggest that large-scale software development
is hindered by a too much integration-centric approach while switching to a
composition-oriented approach would significantly simplify it. To reach this
goal the factors motivating strong and close interconnections are examined
in this work. Initially authors present three trends affecting large software
development (SPLs, global development and SECOs). Based on their ex-
perience and in particular on three case study companies authors present
problems common to software intensive companies. Some of the problems
derive from the software architectures, making costly the integration and
difficult the indipendent evolution of parts of the system. Other problems
could derive by engineering practices and from the R&D organization. Fi-
nally authors present five approaches to facilitate the transition to a more
composition-oriented system: i) consider integration during development, ii)
release groupings, iii) release traits, iv) independent deployment, and v) open
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ecosystem.
Lungu et al. [46] presented a tool to visualize the evolution of SECOs.
The tools is named Small Project Observatory and it is an online visualiza-
tion tool focusing on super-repositories (federation of repositories). It could
be used as a supporting tool in studying the patterns of evolutions of appli-
cations and improve reusability through the definition of processes common
to the ecosystem. That would help to pose the basis for a transition to more
structured approaches, as the one proposed by CSI.
Kilamo et al. [47] list a set of guidelines for successfully release as open-
source a proprietary software system and grow a proper ecosystem. Authors
derived those guidelines from applying a previously depicted process (the
OSCOMM process framework) to four different case-studies. The OSCOMM
framework consists of three phases: i) an evaluation of the readiness of the
project for being opened, ii) open source engineering the product, and, iii)
measuring the ecosystem once the project is open.
7. Conclusions
In this paper we summarized the five years long evolution of a software
ecosystem centered on a large IT organization (CSI-Piemonte). In particular
we presented eight motifs that played a significant role in the successful
deployment of a paradigm change in such a complex ecosystem.
Although the motifs are derived from one single study – which is a limita-
tion to their validity –, this particular study spanned across many years and
considered hundreds of projects, we therefore think that the distilled motifs
represent a valuable contribution for deriving best practices in performing
paradigm shifting within a software ecosystem.
Some of the motifs presented played a role in creating an efficient ecosys-
tem, while other were important to favor the diffusion of the paradigm
change. Some of them played a role in both aspects. The diffusion was
initially favoured by Incremental adoption on voluntary basis, then offering
the necessary Support and Integration in the toolchain. In the later eras
complementary aspects had to be considered like a proper RoI for adopters
and a shared responsibility for the solution, obtained through Distributed
development. The diffusion was also indirectly favored by realizing an effi-
cient ecosystem first of all with the fundamental choice of performing Tool-
smithing (with all the implications at an ecosystem level). Integration could
be also considered an element which brought to an efficient solution. Finally
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investments in Automatic enforcement and Generated code quality were par-
ticularly rewarding (and sustainable) thanks to the economies of scale of the
adoption at an ecosystem level.
With this interpretative work we attempt to propose key motifs for a
paradigm shit in a software ecosystem. We believe more interpretative works
are needed in the area, to find similarities and variabilities with analogous
evolutions in other ecosystems. At that stage generalization would be possi-
ble by analyzing the different single experiences.
In particular we believe it would be useful to compare this work with other
regional software development ecosystem studying the impact of introducing
a rarely used paradigm to a large number of developers in a specific area.
The effects in terms of know-how diffusion, the number of initiatives which
independently spread out from this effort have yet to be evaluated. We be-
lieve that local ecosystems can lead to an unexpected number of interactions
which have to be fully studied and understood.
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